MEDIA TOOLKIT
Thank you for stepping up for Canadians living with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and registering for this
year’s Sun Life Walk to Cure Diabetes for JDRF. We’ve created this toolkit to help provide you with
tips and tricks for engaging media in your community, and some of our best practices for sharing
your fundraising journey on social media.
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If you are contacted by local media for an interview (local newspaper, radio or news stations) here are some
suggestions to help you prepare.

INTERVIEW BEST PRACTICES

DO:

• Prepare - take time to prep before an interview
• Know your audience
• Know your messages and supporting figures
• Take a few minutes beforehand to clear
your mind and relax

• Share simple messages and get to the
point succinctly

• Have relevant points available

DON’T:

• Have too many messages
• Make your interview a sales pitch
• Speak with terms that your audience
will not understand

• Repeat a negative statement
• Mumble or speak too quickly
• Say “no comment”

(figures help validate)

• Be personable and sincere
• Be transparent and honest

INTERVIEW FORMATS AND BEST PRACTICES

TIPS: PRINT/ONLINE INTERVIEWS

• Give yourself time to prepare.
• Establish an “interview atmosphere”: close the door and turn over other papers on your desk. Try to eliminate
any distractions so you can focus.

• Review your message points and other relevant notes. Keep them in front of you during the interview along
with blank paper to take additional notes.

• When you’re satisfied with your answer, stop.
• Feel free to repeat the questions if it helps you better gather your thoughts before answering.
• Occasionally ask the reporter for feedback on your comments to ensure their understanding.
TIPS: TELEVISION INTERVIEWS

•
•
•
•
•
•

Look at the interviewer, not the camera.
Gesture naturally, but not expansively.
Try to make your expression match your words.
Try and avoid obvious signs of discomfort or nervousness like foot tapping or clenched fists.
Don’t nod to indicate that you understand or are ready to answer the question - this can visually convey 		
agreement with the interviewer’s stance.
Make your statements concise and try to put your most important message up front.

TIPS: RADIO AND PODCAST INTERVIEWS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Give yourself time to prepare.
Find out if the interview will be live or pre-recorded.
Maintain a noise-free environment during the interview.
Get your energy level up for the interview. Standing while speaking helps.
Speak at your normal pace, clearly and with good vocal animation
Try to have anecdotes and memorable facts and figures close at hand to help paint a visual story.
Most importantly for any interview: Be sincere and genuine. You can be confident that you are promoting a
good cause that will benefit people with T1D across the country. JDRF can help you prepare and practice to
help with any nerves and get you feeling ready to go.
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WHY SOCIAL?

After years of constant growth, there are over 31.7 million social media users in Canada. On average, Canadians
spend 1 hour and 46 minutes on social media per day. By catching the eye of your supporters during their daily
scroll, you can help raise awareness and funds for your Walk campaign.

JDRF SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS & KEY EVENT HASHTAGS:
@JDRFCanada

@jdrf_canada

@JDRF_Canada

JDRF/FRDJ Canada

HASHTAGS: #SunLifeWalk #JDRFWalk

BEST PRACTICES FOR SOCIAL MEDIA:

• Share the WHY behind your participation in the Walk:
• Do you have a family member living with T1D or do you have T1D yourself?
• What’s your T1D story?
• What would it mean to you if there was a cure?
• Add a call to action to your post
• Include the link to donate to your fundraising page for the Walk
• Ask your network to share your re-share your posts
• Update the text in your Instagram bio using the Walk hashtags and your personal or Team fundraising link.
• Follow and interact with other accounts that are engaging with JDRF Canada and using the Walk hashtags

WHY FACEBOOK?

Facebook is by far the most used social platform with 1.5 billion users worldwide. 27.5 million of their users
reside in Canada as of 2021. Using Facebook will help create awareness for your Walk campaign and ultimately,
drive donations to your Team’s fundraising page.

WHY INSTAGRAM?

In Canada, 33.4% of the population are active on Instagram which makes it the second largest social network in
the country. On average, people spend 30 minutes a day on the app and sharing your T1D story, and why you’re
participating in the Walk on Instagram, might help you raise funds and awareness for your Walk campaign.

OTHER SOCIAL PLATFORMS

LinkedIn and Twitter are additional social networks where you can share the link to your personal fundraising
page.
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JDRF KEY MESSAGES
ABOUT THE SUN LIFE WALK TO CURE DIABETES FOR JDRF
The Sun Life Walk to Cure Diabetes for JDRF brings together Canadians from coast to coast to raise funds to
accelerate the pace of T1D research.
The first Walk was held in 1994 in three locations – Toronto, Hamilton, and Ottawa – and collectively raised
$100,000. Since that inaugural year, the Walk has grown annually to hundreds of communities who have raised
almost $135 million for T1D research over the last 28 years.

WHY WE NEED YOU TO STEP UP TO CURE DIABETES:

300,000 Canadians live
with T1D

547 million insulin
injections a year for
all Canadians living
with T1D (based on an
average of 5 injections
per day per 300K
Canadians)

2,190 times each year
that the average person
living with T1D checks
their blood sugar (based
on an average of six
checks a day)

Up to 300 life and death
decisions made each
day by someone living
with T1D

$2,800,000 dollars to be
raised to help improve
the lives of those with
T1D and find cures

ABOUT TYPE 1 DIABETES:
Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is an autoimmune disease in which a person’s pancreas stops producing insulin, a hormone
that enables people to get energy from food. It occurs when the body’s immune system attacks and destroys the
insulin-producing cells in the pancreas, called beta cells.
While the cause of T1D is not yet entirely understood, scientists believe that both genetic factors and
environmental triggers are involved. Onset has nothing to do with diet or lifestyle. It cannot currently be
prevented or cured.

ABOUT JDRF:
JDRF is the leading global organization funding type 1 diabetes (T1D) research. JDRF’s vision is to achieve a world
without T1D and to turn type 1 into type none. We are the largest non-profit funder of T1D research in the world,
with a mission to accelerate life-changing breakthroughs to cure, prevent and treat T1D and its complications.
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